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• New nonmonotone line search is proposed to integrate advantages of the existing ones.
• Theory of global and local convergence has been established.
• Numerical results show its efficiency for solving large-scale optimization problems.
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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, an extendednonmonotone line search is proposed to improve the efficiency of
the existing line searches. This line search is first proved to be an extension of the classical
line search rules. On the one hand, under mild assumptions, global convergence and R-
linear convergence are established for the new line search rule. On the other hand, by
numerical experiments, it is shown that the line search can integrate the advantages of the
existing methods in searching for a suitable step-size. Combined with the spectral step-
size, a class of spectral gradient algorithms are developed and employed to solve a large
number of benchmark test problems from CUTEst. Numerical results show that the new
line search is promising in solving large-scale optimization problems, and outperforms the
other similar ones as it is combined with a spectral gradient method.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Consider the following unconstrained optimization problem:

min
x∈Rn

f (x), (1.1)

where f : Rn
→ R is a continuously differentiable function and its gradient g : Rn

→ Rn is available. To solve (1.1), iterative
algorithms are often developed to generate a sequence of approximate solutions {xk}, from an initial given point x0. The
relation between two successive points xk and xk+1 is given by

xk+1 = xk + αkdk,
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where dk is a search direction at the kth iteration which is often a descent search direction, and αk is a step-size along dk,
often obtained by some line search rule.

A well-known line search is the Armijo line search, which chooses αk to be the largest component in the set {αk | αk =

ᾱkρ
l
1, l ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , }} such that

f (xk + αkdk) ≤ f (xk) + δαkgT
k dk, (1.2)

where ᾱk is a trial step-size and is often set to be 1, gk = g(xk), and ρ1, δ ∈ (0, 1) are given constants. Due to lower
computational cost, many variants of (1.2) have been presented in the literature (see, for example, [1–5]). As dk is a descent
search direction, the sequence {f (xk)} is monotonically decreasing [6]. From this viewpoint, the Armijo line search and the
majority of its variants belong to strategies of monotone line search.

However, if the iterative sequence {xk} is trapped near a narrow curved valley, any monotone line search would be
inefficient owing to generation of very short or zigzagging steps (see [7–9]). To overcome this drawback, nonmonotone line
search is often adopted, which allows the values of objective function to increase occasionally (see [7–19]). It is noted that
the nonmonotone line search may improve the likelihood of finding a global optimal solution and the rate of convergence
(see [9,11]).

The first nonmonotone line search was proposed in [7]. It finds a step-size as follows: (1) Fix a nonnegative integer M;
(2) Choose two constants δ, ρ1 ∈ (0, 1); (3) Take an initial trial step ᾱ0 > 0; (4) Find a step-size αk = ᾱkρ

hk
1 satisfying

f (xk + αkdk) ≤ max
0≤j≤m(k)

f (xk−j) + δαkgT
k dk, (1.3)

where 0 ≤ m(k) ≤ min{m(k − 1) + 1,M}, m(0) = 0, ᾱk is a prior trial step-size, and hk is the first nonnegative integer
such that (1.3) is satisfied. Owing to the maximum function, the value of M seriously affects the numerical performance of
algorithms (see [7,9,15]).

Different from (1.3), another nonmonotone line search rule was presented by Zhang and Hager in [18]. Specifically, with
an initial point x0, compute C0 = f (x0). Set Q0 = 1. Choose 0 ≤ ηmin ≤ ηmax ≤ 1 < ρ, δ ∈ (0, 1) andµ > 0. For k ≥ 1, choose
ηk ∈ [ηmin, ηmax] and a step-size αk = ᾱkρ

hk , where αk ≤ µ, ᾱk is a trial step, and hk is the largest integer which satisfies the
following inequality:

f (xk + αkdk) ≤ Ck + δαkgT
k dk, (1.4)

where

Qk+1 = ηkQk + 1, Ck+1 =
ηkQkCk + f (xk + αkdk)

Qk+1
. (1.5)

It is clear that Ck+1 in (1.5) is a convex combination of all the function values f (x0), f (x1), . . . , f (xk+1). In (1.4), similar to M
in (1.3), the choice of ηk plays a critical role in controlling the degree of nonmonotonicity (see [16,18]).

In more than two decades, a great deal of research focuses on studying possible variants of the two nonmonotone line
search rules (1.3) and (1.4) (see [10,20,21]). For example, an extension of (1.4)was proposed very recently in [21]. Specifically,
let 0 ≤ ηmin ≤ ηmax < 1 < ρ, δmax < 1, 0 < δmin < (1 − ηmax)δmax, and µ > 0. For k ≥ 1, choose ηk ∈ [ηmin, ηmax],
δk ∈ [δmin,

δmax
Qk+1

]. Then, the line search method (1.4) is replaced by

Ck+1 =
ηkQkCk + f (xk + αkdk)

Qk+1
≤ Ck + δkαkgT

k dk. (1.6)

As proved in [21], the new line search (1.6) possesses a number of better properties than (1.4). Another focus on
nonmonotone line searches is to apply these line search rules to solve the problems from other research areas (see [22,23]).

Different from the existing results, this paper is intended to propose a new rule of nonmonotone line search such that it
has more advantages than the others. Our basic ideas can be simply stated as follows.

• The new rule should integrate the advantages of all the existing nonmonotone line search methods (1.3), (1.4) and
(1.6). Actually, we will prove that any one among the existing methods can be seen as a special case of our line search
rule. As a result, one ofmain contributions in this paper is to overcome difficulties caused by establishing convergence
theory under more generic line search rule.

• As done for all the other similar methods, it should be verified that the new line search can improve numerical
performance of algorithms. Actually, we will test our method by solving a large number of large-scale benchmark
test problems from CUTEst. The numerical results indicate that: (1) The adjustability of the algorithmic parameters
in the new line search can improve its adaptability to solve more optimization problems, compared with the existing
methods; (2) Its numerical efficiency outperforms that of the similar methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a new strategy of nonmonotone line search is proposed
and some properties are analyzed. Section 3 is devoted to development of an algorithm based on the new line search.
Convergence theory of the algorithm is also established. In Section 4, numerical performance of the developed algorithm
is reported. Some conclusions are made in Section 5.
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